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Journal of the International Phonetic
Association is a forum for work in the fields of
phonetic theory and description. As well as including
papers on laboratory phonetics/phonology and related
topics, the journal encourages submissions on practical
applications of phonetics to areas such as computer
speech processing, language and phonetics teaching and
speech therapy. It is especially concerned with the theory
behind the International Phonetic Alphabet and
discussions of the use of symbols for illustrating the
phonetic structures of a wide variety of languages.

Editors

Professor Peter Ladefoged, University of California,
USA

Professor John K. Local, University of York, UK
Dr Linda Shockey, University of Reading, UK

IPA Secretary

Dr. John H. Esling, University of Victoria, Canada

Find out more
For editorial information, abstracts and tables of contents:
www.journals.cambridge.org/jid_IPA

Recent contents

Special issue: Volume 31 Issue 1
Patterns of sounds in unscripted communication
Edited by Klaus Kohler and Adrian Simpson

Reduction of speaker-related variability in Polish vowel
spectra
Wiktor Jassem, Miroslaw Krzysko and Waldemar Wolynski

On the categorization of ejectives
Richard Wright, Sharon Hargus and Katharine Davis

A cross-linguistic acoustic study of fricatives
Matthew Gordon, Paul Barthmaier and Kathy Sands

Reviews and Notes on the International Phonetic Alphabet

Illustrations of the phonetics of Burmese, Chicksaw, Ega,
Friulian, Jicarilla Apache, Keo, Nara, Nuuchahnulth, and
Shipibo

Subscription Information
Volume 33 in 2003: June and December
Institutions (print and online): £67/$99
Institutions (online only): £60/$90
Individuals (print only): £30/$45

Volume 34 in 2004: June and December
Institutions (print and online): £75/$110
Institutions (print only): £66/$98
Institutions (online only): £64/$96
Individuals (print only): £32/$48

Special arrangements exist for members of the
International Phonetic Association.

For information about the International
Phonetic Association and how to join:
http://www2.arts.gla.ac.uk/IPA/ipa.html

Print ISSN 0025-1003
Electronic ISSN 1475-3502

Cambridge Journals Online
For online access to all Cambridge’s
linguistics journals.

● Full text for users whose institutions
subscribe

● FREE access to all tables of contents
and article abstracts

● Access to current and archived volumes
● Plus powerful search capability, email

alerting and much more.

To find out more, visit
www.journals.cambridge.org
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Subscription Information
Volume 20 in 2003: May, August and
December
Institutions (print and online): £107/$170
Institutions (online only): £96/$153
Individuals (print only): £23/$34
Members of Linguistic Society of America,

AILA (International Association of Applied 
Linguistics): £20/$30

Volume 21 in 2004: May, August and
December
Institutions (print and online): £120/$190
Institutions (print only): £106/$168
Institutions (online only): £104/$165
Individuals (print only): £25/$37
Members of Linguistic Society of America,

AILA (International Association of Applied 
Linguistics): £22/$35

Print ISSN 0952-6757
Electronic ISSN 1469-8188

See for yourself
Take a look at a FREE sample issue, abstracts
and tables of contents, all available at
www.journals.cambridge.org/jid_PHO

Cambridge has a world-renowned and fast-
growing list of journals covering all areas of
linguistics and language research. Make sure
you get the latest special offers and
information on Cambridge linguistics journals
by signing up to our email service. To register
visit: www.journals.cambridge.org/register

Phonology is the only journal devoted exclusively to
this fast-moving discipline. It covers both the theoretical
and empirical aspects of the discipline and creates a
unique forum for the productive interchange of ideas
among phonologists and those working in related areas.
As well as research articles by leading scholars, each
issue carries in-depth book reviews plus Squibs and
replies – shorter pieces on topics of current or
controversial interest.

Published three times a year, Phonology is the best way
to stay in touch with the latest developments in this
dynamic and innovative field.

‘Phonology is one journal that every serious
phonologist must read regularly. I couldn’t do
without it.’
James W. Harris, Professor Emeritus,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Editors 

Colin J. Ewen
University of Leiden, The Netherlands
Ellen M. Kaisse
University of Washington, USA

Recent articles
Kinande vowel harmony: domains, grounded conditions
and one-sided alignment
Diana Archangeli, Douglas Pulleyblank

Laryngeal features in German
Michael Jessen, Catherine Ringen

Coronal epenthesis and markedness
Linda Lombardi

The interaction of tone and stress in Optimality Theory
Paul de Lacy

Against extrasyllabic consonants in German and English
T. A. Hall

Upstep and embedded register levels
Hubert Truckenbrodt



Subscription prices valid until 31/12/2004. Prices include delivery by air where appropriate. No institutional cheques can be 
accepted for special discounted individual or member rates; personal cheque or credit card only.

* EU residents only: If not registered
and where applicable, VAT will be
charged at the appropriate rate.
If registered, please supply your VAT
registration no:

Our VAT registration no:
GB 214 1416 14

Library recommendation form
Journal of the International Phonetic Association / Phonology
To Acquisitions Librarian, Serials

From                                                                                           Dept

Signature                                                                                                                       Date

I recommend the library subscribe to  ■ Journal of the International Phonetic Association ■ Phonology. Order by contacting
the Journals Department at Cambridge University Press, or through your subscription agent. Sample copies available on request.

Journals order form
Please enter my subscription to Journal of the International Phonetic Association (ISSN 0025-1003)

Volume 33, 2003 Volume 34, 2004
■ £67*/$99 ■ £75*/$110 for institutions print plus online

■ £66*/$98 for institutions print only
■ £60*/$90 ■ £64*/$96 for institutions online only
■ £30*/$45 ■ £32*/$48 for individuals print only

Please enter my subscription to Phonology (ISSN 0952-6757)

Volume 20, 2003 Volume 21, 2004
■ £107*/$170 ■ £120*/$190 for institutions print plus online

■ £106*/$168 for institutions print only
■ £96*/$153 ■ £104*/$165 for institutions online only
■ £23*/$34 ■ £25*/$37 for individuals print only
■ £20*/$30 ■ £22*/$35 for members of LSA/AILA print only

Name

Address 

Email address

■ Please invoice me

Payment enclosed:
■ Cheque payable to Cambridge University Press in £ sterling,

US dollars or the equivalent in Canadian dollars 
(send to appropriate address opposite)

■ Credit card: Visa/MasterCard/American Express
(please delete as applicable)

Expiry Date Card Number 

Signature 

State address registered with credit card company if different 

Total subscription payment  £/$

EU residents only, if not registered,
add VAT at appropriate rate*  £ 

Canadian residents only:
add 7% GST  $ 

TOTAL  £/$ 

Orders in the USA, Canada and Mexico, with payment in
US dollars or the equivalent in Canadian dollars, to:
Cambridge University Press, 40 West 20th Street, New York,
NY 10011-4211, USA.
Phone  (914) 937 9600   Fax  (914) 937 4712, or you may
phone your order direct (toll free) on 1-800-872-7423.
Email enquiries  subscriptions_newyork@cambridge.org

Orders elsewhere, with payment in pounds sterling, to:
Journals Customer Services, Cambridge University Press,
FREEPOST*, The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 1BR, UK.

*No stamp necessary if posted within UK

Phone  +44 (0)1223 326070   Fax  +44 (0)1223 325150
Email enquiries  journals_subscriptions@cambridge.org    

Web  www.cambridge.org
Cambridge Journals Online  http://journals.cambridge.org

Printed in the United Kingdom at the University Press, Cambridge       IPA 03



Books order form

Orders in the USA, Canada and Mexico
Mail this order with payment to: Attn: Order Dept,
Cambridge University Press, 100 Brook Hill Drive, West
Nyack, NY 10994
Phone  1-800-872-7423 US and Canada 9am–5pm (ET)
Mexico: 55 5519 59 39   Fax  1-914-937-4712

Orders elsewhere
Mail this order with payment in pounds sterling to:
Customer Services (Direct) FREEPOST*, Cambridge
University Press, The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2
1BR, UK. *No stamp necessary if posted within UK

Phone  +44 (0)1223 326070   Fax  +44 (0)1223 326111
Email directcustserve@cambridge.org
Web  www.cambridge.org/order

When ordering, please quote the catalogue code below. Please quote the ISBNs of the products you require. If you are
not entirely satisfied with your purchase we will be happy to refund you. You will need to return the book to us in good condition
within 30 days and quote our invoice number. All prices are given in both US dollars and pounds sterling. Residents of USA, Canada
and Mexico should pay in US dollars or the equivalent in Canadian dollars. Residents elsewhere should pay in pounds sterling.

Qty ISBN 0 521 Title Price Cost

Total price

EU residents, if not registered, add VAT at appropriate rate* £

Add California sales tax $

Canadians add 7% GST $

Residents of USA, Canada, Mexico add shipping charges** $

Add N.Y. sales tax*** $

Residents elsewhere add £3.00 to cover postage and packing £

Residents elsewhere add £3.00 per item for airmail if required £

TOTAL £/$

* Value Added Tax charge for European Union residents. If not registered
and where applicable, VAT will be charged at the appropriate rate.

The Cambridge University Press VAT number is: GB 214 1416 14

** Shipping and handling charges for North America are $6.00 for the first
book and $1.75 for each additional book.

*** Applies to book(s) total plus shipping charge

Delivery Information (block capitals please)

Name 

Address

Postcode

Email address

Method of Payment

■ Credit Card *Mastercard/VISA/American Express
(*please delete as applicable)

■ Cheque (payable to Cambridge University Press and 
drawn against a UK bank)

Card number

Expiry date

Signature

Name of cardholder

Cardholder’s account address if different to the delivery
address

Postcode



Handbook of the International
Phonetic Association
A Guide to the Use of the
International Phonetic Alphabet 
The essential reference work for all those
involved in the analysis of speech, The
Handbook is a comprehensive guide to
the International Phonetic Alphabet. It
presents the basics of phonetic analysis
so that the principles underlying the
Alphabet can be readily understood, and
gives examples of the use of each of the
phonetic symbols. The application of the
Alphabet is then demonstrated in nearly
30 ‘Illustrations’ – concise analyses of the
sound systems of a range of languages,
each of them accompanied by a phonetic
transcription of a passage of speech.

Downloadable sound files are available at
http://uk.cambridge.org/linguistics/
resources/ipahandbook/
1999   214 pages   6 figures 
0 521 63751 1     Paperback      £12.95/$19.00

Papers in Laboratory Phonology
Volumes in this series, like the conferences from which they were
derived, have been influential in establishing Laboratory
Phonology as a discipline in its own right.

Between the Grammar and Physics of
Speech 
Papers in Laboratory Phonology I 
Edited by John Kingston and Mary E. Beckman
1991   516 pages 
0 521 36808 1 Paperback          £36.95/$50.00

Gesture, Segment, Prosody
Papers in Laboratory Phonology II 
Edited by Gerard J. Docherty and D. Robert Ladd
1992   476 pages   98 line diagrams   35 tables   122 figures 
0 521 40127 5 Hardback £95.00/$130.00

Phonological Structure and Phonetic Form
Papers in Laboratory Phonology III 
Edited by Patricia A. Keating
1994  381 pages 
0 521 45237 6 Hardback £80.00/$110.00

Phonology and Phonetic Evidence
Papers in Laboratory Phonology IV 
Edited by Bruce Connell and Amalia Arvaniti
1995   417 pages 
0 521 48388 3 Paperback £21.95/$29.00

Acquisition and the Lexicon 
Papers in Laboratory Phonology V 
Edited by Michael B. Broe and Janet B. Pierrehumbert
2000   414 pages   50 line diagrams 
0 521 64363 5 Hardback £42.50/$65.00

New

Phonetic Interpretation
Papers in Laboratory Phonology VI 
Edited by John Local, Richard Ogden and Rosalind Temple
Phonetic Interpretation presents innovative work from four core
areas: phonological representations and the lexicon, phonetic
interpretation and phrasal structure, phonetic interpretation and
syllable structure, and phonology and natural speech production.

August 2003   403 pages   46 tables   81 figures 
0 521 82402 8 Hardback c. £47.50/$65.00
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